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Colds and flus mysteriously disappeared over the past two years only to return recently in many

countries, often with a vengeance. While only rarely discussed and frequently dismissed as a mere

curiosity, the mystery of the disappearing flu is actually one of the most important events of the

past two years. Unpacking this mystery provides deep insights into the future trajectory of the

SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, exposes the abject failure of the vaccines to control the pandemic, and

puts the final nail in the coffin on futile public health measures like masks and social distancing.

Get ready for more than a few surprises as you follow me on another deep dive into Covid

mayhem.

• The Mystery of the Disappearing Flu

• Viral Interference: Why Did the Flu Disappear in the Early Days of Covid?

Figure 1: Global circulation of Influenza viruses (Source: WHO FluNet)
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◦ New Virus, Same Role: Old Man's Friend

◦ Viral Interference Through Cross-Reactive Immunity - Only a Small Piece

of the Puzzle

◦ Viral Interference Through Revving up the Immune System

◦ Underestimating How Many People Were Exposed to SARS-CoV-2

• We're Ba-ack! Important Lessons About the Return of the Flu (and Warnings for

Countries Where the Flu is Still Missing)

◦ New Zealand: The Exception to the Rule

◦ India: The First to Achieve Broad Natural Immunity

◦ Brazil: The Flu Arrives Right on Schedule. Covid Becomes Endemic

◦ South Africa: Mild Omicron Can't Put the Flu Back in a Box

◦ Sweden: The Wisdom of Not Locking Down Proves Itself. Even Delta Had

No Teeth

◦ Germany Proves Low Natural Immunity (Even with High Vaccination

Rates) Is a Recipe for More Dying

◦ Canada: A Test Case for Omicron on a Population with Low Natural

Immunity. Is Omicron Still Mild in a Population Without Antibodies?

◦ Kenya: A Pandemic So Mild That the Flu Never Went Away - Yet Another

Embarrassment for Central Planning

Many public health officials and journalists credited masks, lockdowns, and social distancing for

the disappearance of the flu. Critics pointed out that the flu also disappeared in places like

Sweden, which did not have lockdowns, mask mandates, or social distancing rules. Critics also

pointed to long-standing research demonstrating that virus-bearing aerosols are too small to be

stopped by masks and that, even in perfectly still air, these aerosols are so small that they hang in

the air for many days before settling to the ground, making social distancing a joke. 

Particularly embarrassing for those cheerleading all these heavy-handed measures is that the flu

disappeared several months before the first mask mandate was imposed, as demonstrated in the

chart below showing influenza cases in Canada. I've added dates to the chart to show when mask

recommendations and mask mandates were first rolled out — it's rather obvious that they had

nothing whatsoever to do with why the flu disappeared. Clearly, we need to look elsewhere to

explain the mystery of the disappearing flu.

The Mystery of the Disappearing Flu
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On the other side of the debate are some who have suggested that cold and flu infections were

simply rebranded as Covid due to flawed PCR testing. However, in many countries flu testing did

not stop, yet the number of flu tests coming back positive nonetheless fell off a cliff. Some

countries even conducted more flu tests than usual and still found nothing. And cold and flu

numbers also collapsed in countries like Japan, which had extremely low Covid infections during

the early waves of the pandemic; they had low flu and low Covid numbers, so it was not a matter

of shoddy accounting transferring cases from one balance sheet to another. The flu stopped

circulating globally (I'll get to the surprising exceptions later in this article — hint: Kenya).

The chart below shows the total number of flu tests (on the left) and the percent of flu tests

coming back positive (on the right) in Canada, the United States, and Europe. The dashed black

lines show the pre-2020 averages in each region (grey shows the minimum and maximum number

of tests in previous years). The red lines show the extraordinary 2020-2021 results: despite above-

average flu testing in 2020-2021, flu cases essentially dropped to zero. 

Figure 20: Circulation of influenza viruses in Canada. The flu disappeared in Canada by March 30th, 2020. The first mask

recommendation in Canada was made 2 months later on May 20th, 2020; prior to that date masks were actively

discouraged by health officials. And the first mask mandate in Canada was imposed on July 18th, 2020, in the province of

Quebec, four months after the disappearance of the flu. (Adapted from WHO FluNet)
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In recent months a different phenomenon has emerged. Countless people all over the world are

now complaining about brutal colds, which are NOT caused by Covid. The RSV virus has also

returned. And the flu is back in many countries. 

And these viruses are back with a vengeance, in some cases far above pre-2020 levels thanks to

the immunity debt that has built up in the population because of a lack of regular exposure to

these other respiratory viruses. For example, RSV infections are swamping many hospitals at

unprecedented levels, often despite large numbers of positive Covid tests still being recorded in

the same communities. 

And, rather embarrassingly for the pro-mask, pro-social distancing crowd, these viruses are back

despite the fact that most countries still have universal mask mandates and social distancing rules.

Check mate.

In order to understand the significance of the return of the flu and what it means for Covid, we

Figure 2: Number of influenza tests (left side) vs percent of tests coming up positive (right side) in Canada, the USA, and in

Europe. During the 2020/21 season, the flu simply disappeared despite more testing than usual. From The National

Influenza Annual Report, Canada, 2020-2021, published October 2021

Viral Interference: Why Did the Flu Disappear in

the Early Days of Covid?
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first need to solve the mystery of why the flu disappeared in the first place. 

There is a well-known but poorly understood concept in virology called viral interference (also

known as viral displacement). The essence of this concept is that an infection with one virus can

temporarily prevent or partially suppress infection with another different virus. And it happens all

the time.

The most spectacular examples happen during a pandemic when a new virus (or new variant),

which is relatively unfamiliar to our immune systems, displaces all the usual endemic respiratory

viruses that normally cause colds and flus, just like what happened to the flu during Covid. 

But that's not the only place viral interference happens. It also happens between variants of the

same virus, as we've witnessed with Covid variants, as new more contagious variants displace

older variants causing them to disappear each in their turn, seemingly overnight. An infection with

one blocks infection with another. The breakneck speed at which the Omicron variant is currently

displacing the Delta variant in many countries is perfectly normal behaviour - it's what you would

expect. It happened exactly the same way when Delta arrived, when Alpha arrived, and so on. 

Viral interference also happens to a lesser degree during a normal year as all the other 200+

respiratory viruses compete to infect us — interference between them is why there generally are

only a few that plague us at any one time. It's also why there is usually only a single dominant

influenza strain each winter, not 3 or 4. 

Viral interference also partly explains why different respiratory viruses have different seasons,

rather than plaguing us all at the same time. For example, colds caused by rhinoviruses are much

less frequent during influenza season:

Figure 3: Variants in the UK as a percentage of all Covid Cases. EU1 replaced the Wuhan strain, which was displaced by

Alpha, which was displaced by Delta, and now Omicron is competing with Delta. Adapted from CoVariants.org.
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While environmental conditions certainly play a role in creating virus seasonality, viral interference

ensures that there are usually only one or two dominant respiratory viruses at any one time. Once

a large portion of a population is exposed to the dominant "virus of the day", that virus loses its

ability to displace other viruses, thereby allowing another virus to step in and take its turn as the

next "virus of the day", a kind of annual merry-go-round of alternating viral interference cycles.

The following graph shows how the seasonality of various respiratory infections is spread out over

the year in England and Wales. It's as though each virus gets a slightly different time slot in the

calendar, with some overlap but with clear alternating peak seasons, as though saturation with

one virus opens the door to the next. Note how influenza viruses all cover an identical season:

during influenza season the influenza virus suppresses other respiratory viruses, but the various

flu strains (influenza A, B, C, and D) also compete with one another and the winner each season

will displace the other influenza strains — this is why we typically only get one dominant flu strain

each year. The annual flu shot is therefore an educated guess as to which flu strain is likely to

displace the others each year. It also raises the question of how many severe illnesses and deaths

the flu shot actually prevents if another virus will simply step into the void if a dominant strain is

blocked through vaccination. After all, all of the endemic respiratory viruses that cause cold- and

flu-like symptoms are a risk to the same vulnerable demographic: the old and the weak. Block one

respiratory virus and another takes its place.

New Virus, Same Role: Old Man's Friend

Figure 4: Inverse correlation between rhinovirus cases and influenza A virus (IAV) cases. From Interference between

rhinovirus and influenza A virus: a clinical data analysis and experimental infection study, The Lancet, October 1st, 2020.

Figure 5: Seasonality of Respiratory Viruses in England and Wales. Adapted from Coronavirus seasonality, respiratory

infections and weather, BMC Infectious Diseases, October 26, 2021
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When the SARS-CoV-2 virus displaced influenza as the primary winter flu virus in 2020 (along

with RSV and rhinoviruses to a lesser extent), Covid began harvesting the old and the weak just as

influenza did every winter prior to 2020. This is not a flippant observation. Those who are at risk of

severe outcomes from Covid are the exact same demographic that would normally be at risk of

severe outcomes from infections with influenza, rhinoviruses, coronaviruses, parainfluenza, and so

on. While some are more deadly than others, they are all essentially taking turns to threaten the

same vulnerable population. 

Any respiratory tract infection (viral or bacterial) that enters the lungs is called pneumonia.

Pneumonia used to be nicknamed "old man's friend" because it often brought a fairly swift and

painless end to a life that was already of poor quality and would otherwise have continued to

decline. Old man's friend creates the winter peaks of deaths every year, taking those who are

already on the threshold of death due to old age or severe underlying health conditions.

The chart below shows this ebb and flow of weekly all-cause mortality in Canada (Covid deaths are

shown in purple). The past two years do not stand out from previous years despite the

disappearance of the flu. The two winter Covid peaks are clearly within the same order of

magnitude as previous bad flu seasons, very similar to the 2018/2019 or the 2015/2016 winter flu

seasons. Covid displaced influenza and is now playing the role of "old man's friend". 

The raw Covid numbers (30,113 deaths in Canada as of December 22nd) would seem to contradict

this. In a normal year between 6,000 and 8,000 people die of influenza or pneumonia in Canada,

so we should only have seen approximately 14,000 Covid deaths during the pandemic if it were a

true 1:1 replacement. But the higher Covid numbers are largely a product of PCR testing. Since

Covid doesn't cure cancer or heart disease, the drops in heart disease, cancer, and other causes of

Figure 6: 10 years of weekly all-cause mortality data in Canada. Covid deaths shown in purple show that the SARS-CoV-2

virus largely played the same role as "old man's friend" standing in for influenza during winter flu season.

(Source: @Milhouse_Van_Ho)
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death seen on the chart during the pandemic period are likely accounting errors caused by

misattribution because any death with a positive PCR test was counted as a Covid death even if it

was someone in a palliative care unit dying of cancer.

In 2018 no-one would have run a PCR test to look for influenza or rhinovirus or coronavirus in a

long-term care patient dying of cancer, heart disease, dementia, or Alzheimer's, even if respiratory

viruses did infect these patients as "old man's friend" in their final days of life. But in 2020 and

2021 that is precisely what is happening with Covid PCR tests, leading to a mass overcounting of

Covid as the cause of death. Some Covid deaths really were caused by Covid, just as influenza and

other respiratory viruses are the direct cause of some deaths every year, but Covid deaths were

dramatically overinflated because of these misleading accounting practices. 

However, what was unique over this period was that, because the SARS-CoV-2 virus was relatively

unfamiliar to our immune systems compared to the regular respiratory viruses that normally

plague us during cold and flu season, SARS-CoV-2 was able to hold on to its temporary monopoly

as "old man's friend" for nearly 2 years, displacing other seasonal respiratory viruses that normally

play that role. 

And in case you think that Canada is an exception, the following chart shows weekly all-cause

mortality in Europe since 2017. Covid shows up as two bad winter flu years, not as the apocalypse.

And when the flu returns, it will take over again as old man's friend during its slice of the annual

merry-go-round of alternating viral interference cycles. Different viruses, same vulnerable

population. The peaks and troughs on the charts above will continue even as the deaths are

transferred out of the Covid column back to the columns where they belong. 

Figure 7: All-cause mortality (in grey) in Europe, 2017-2021. X-axis has been extended to zero to show the winter peaks in

context. Adapted from EuroMOMO (euromomo.eu) 2022.
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Viral Interference Through Cross-Reactive Immunity - Only A Small Piece of the Puzzle

One of the factors that can cause viral interference between related viruses is when cross-reactive

immunity from one virus carries over to another closely related virus lineage. Cross-reactive

immunity explains why the dominant influenza variant can displace other influenza variants each

winter or why new Covid variants are able displace older Covid variants.

With many people being infected by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, this triggered a surge of new

antibodies, which likely also provided cross-reactive immunity to protect against the other four

coronaviruses that normally cause 15-30% of all colds and flus each year. If these other four

human coronaviruses were the only viruses that had disappeared during the pandemic, cross-

reactive immunity would be able to take the credit. But cross-reactive immunity cannot explain

the disappearance of influenza, rhinoviruses, and RSV. Why did they disappear too? 

Viral Interference Through Revving up the Immune System

Remarkably, viral interference isn't just restricted to a single family of viruses. Even before Covid

showed up it was well known that there is also viral interference between completely different

viruses, such as between rhinoviruses (common cold) and influenza. This viral interference

between unrelated viruses has everything to do with the different layers of our immune systems,

which work in very different ways.

The cross-reactive immunity discussed in the previous section is a product of the adaptive immune

system, which depends on previous exposure to teach the immune system how to recognize and

combat future infections caused by a specific virus. Cross-reactive antibodies are a learned

(trained) immune response. But those specialized antibodies cannot recognize and neutralize

entirely different families of viruses.

But this is where the other part of the immune system comes in: the innate (non-specific)

mucosal immune system. The mucosal immune system is the largest component of our immune

Figure 8: Innate vs adaptive immune response.
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system. It has both an adaptive and an innate component - it is this innate component of non-

specific antibodies that provides the key to the puzzle. Rather than relying on a specialized learned

response, the innate mucosal immune system produces non-specific antibodies that attack and

neutralize any invader that comes through the door - that's what makes it effective as a rapid

response first responder. The innate mucosal immune system is not as powerful/specialized as the

adaptive immune system, but it is the body's first line of defense against any germ that tries to

creep up your nostrils. The much slower reacting adaptive immune system is designed to get

involved as the innate non-specialized mucosal system gets increasingly overwhelmed. And here's

where things get interesting...

An infection with a respiratory virus will trigger a massive temporary boost of the innate (non-

specific) mucosal immune system. Our innate immune system is not static. In the process of

fighting off one virus invader, our innate mucosal immune system is temporarily stimulated (revs

up) to flood our upper respiratory tract with lots of these non-specific generalized "first

responder" antibodies so that, for a brief time after infection, there is such an overabundance of

these non-specific neutralizing antibodies that the mucosal immune system is able to temporarily

ward off infections by many other viruses, thereby interrupting their transmission cycle in the

population. In other words, the flood of non-specific antibodies released into the mucous

membranes of the nose, mouth, nasal cavity, and throat to fight one infection primes the immune

system so that for a short while afterwards there will be such an abundance of these antibodies

ready to meet any a new virus that enters the upper respiratory tract that these subsequent

intruders will immediately be zapped before they have a chance to replicate. 

Another thing that happens during an infection is that infected cells will release signalling proteins

called interferons (also called cytokines), which send messages to surrounding cells to increase

their innate anti-viral defenses. For example, rhinoviruses (common cold) trigger our innate

immune system to release interferons that cause a subsequent infection with influenza to fizzle

out. During the 2009 H1N1 Swine Flu pandemic, it is thought that the arrival of rhinovirus

seasonality cut short the pandemic - the common cold cut short (displaced) the H1N1 influenza

Figure 9: Risk of an infection with another virus is lower while antibodies of the innate immune system are elevated.
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pandemic. 

To what degree interferons are playing a role in causing viral displacement during Covid is

uncertain. For example, contrary to what I just described in the previous paragraph, one type of

interferon called IFN-I is actually suppressed or delayed by the SARS-CoV-2 virus (the opposite of

what should happen), which is the reason why some people end up with severe Covid. In other

words, the virus is actively fighting back against this portion of the innate immune system.

However, there are many other types of interferon, and even a delayed interferon response would

still help to block a post-Covid exposure to influenza, rhinovirus, RSV, etc.

And there is even some evidence that while a cell is infected with one virus, it blocks infection of

that cell by another virus (a bit like a bathroom stall that is already occupied). In this case, it isn't

even the immune system blocking other viruses, it is the fact that a virus that tries to enter an

already occupied cell is unable to open the door to get in. This is one mechanism for how a virus

can directly interrupt the transmission cycle of another virus, preventing simultaneous infections

with two separate viruses.

While the phenomenon is well known, the exact mechanisms of viral interference are poorly

understood - this is the fuzzy leading edge of science where there are more questions than

answers. But when all these mechanisms are combined with a relatively unfamiliar virus (which

triggers a particularly strong innate immune response because it is still relatively unfamiliar to the

adaptive immune system) and when a very large number of people get infected within a short

period of time (i.e. during a pandemic), you have the perfect recipe to interrupt the transmission

cycle of all the other respiratory viruses, causing them to be displaced for a while.

The only problem is this: to interrupt the transmission cycle of so many other viruses and

temporarily displace them for so long would take an awful lot of infections, wouldn't it? Yet PCR-

confirmed "cases" were never more than a miniscule fraction of the entire population of any

country. Was Covid sufficiently widespread to be able to displace all those other viruses?

Underestimating How Many People Were Exposed to SARS-CoV-2

Throughout the pandemic, our public health officials and media have kept everyone's eyeballs

fixated on PCR "cases, cases, cases". While generating a lot of fear, this fixation on "cases" has

actually kept everyone distracted from the results of antibody testing, which have consistently

revealed that the virus was far far more widespread (and therefore also far less dangerous) than

what PCR tests would have us believe. Orders of magnitude more widespread. More than enough

to interrupt the transmission cycles of other respiratory viruses through viral interference.

Back in October of 2020 (only 7 months into the pandemic), the WHO estimated that there were

already over 750 million SARS-CoV-2 infections (10% of the global population). But at that time

PCR testing had only caught 36 million cases worldwide (0.46% of the global population). In other

words, even if we disregard the massive false positive rates of PCR tests when testing

asymptomatic people, PCR "case" numbers only accounted for approximately 5 percent of people

who developed antibodies against the SARS-CoV-2 virus (both antibody tests and population-wide
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surveys done at blood donor clinics have all consistently confirmed that actual infections far

exceed the number of "cases" recorded by PCR tests). And every one of those "infections"

(exposure might be a more appropriate term) temporarily revved up the innate immune system,

triggered the release of interferons, and blocked other respiratory viruses from infecting cells.

As an aside, to understand how quickly the SARS-CoV-2 virus can spread through a population

without lockdowns, consider that 80% of Iowa's white-tailed deer were infected by the SARS-

CoV-2 virus in a single winter in 2020/21, despite the fact that Iowa's woods are not filled with

coughing, sneezing, or dead deer, and the deer are spread over vast outdoor distances. SARS-

CoV-2 is everywhere.

My point is that, even as PCR tests are being used to torment school children, lock up healthy

people, and violate civil liberties, they also distract from the massive number of people who have

actually already been infected/exposed and have developed antibodies without ever developing

any symptoms. Exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 virus was far more widespread than many people

realize, more than enough to rev up immune systems and temporarily break the transmission cycle

of many other common respiratory viruses. 

Before I move on to the next section of this essay, let me briefly summarize the key takeaways

about viral interference; these are the key points that will make it easier to untangle the future

Figure 10: 80% of white-tailed deer in Iowa contracted an infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus last winter (Source: Discover,

November 22, 2021)
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trajectory of the pandemic in different countries:

• The SARS-CoV-2 virus was far more widespread than "case" numbers would have us

believe, more than enough to stimulate the innate mucosal immune systems of vast

portions of the population, thereby temporarily blocking infections with other

respiratory viruses and interrupting their transmission cycles.

• And because the SARS-CoV-2 virus was a relatively unfamiliar virus to our immune

systems, it triggered a very strong immune response in our innate mucosal immune

systems. Combined with a very large number of infections, this enabled SARS-CoV-2 to

hang on to its role as the dominant virus for a very long time as it interrupted the

normal annual merry-go-round of alternating viral interference cycles in other

seasonal respiratory viruses for almost two full years.

• But — and this point is very important as we start to dig into the lessons offered by

countries where the flu is returning — once our immune systems have some exposure

to a new virus, our adaptive immune system will do more of the heavy lifting during

subsequent re-infections, which means that our innate non-specific immune system

will not be as strongly stimulated during future re-infections as during the initial

exposure. When this tipping point happens, SARS-CoV-2 becomes just another virus,

forced to compete for a time slot in the annual viral displacement merry-go-round.

Unless it dies out altogether (unlikely), that's the moment it becomes an endemic

virus, joining its four other coronavirus peers in causing colds and flus each season.

Just another old man's friend. Thus, the return of the flu marks a pivotal tipping point

in the evolving Covid pandemic. It is signalling a return to business as usual.

It's dangerous to apply a single explanation for complex phenomena happening in different parts

of the world. New Zealand is the exception to the rule:

New Zealand - The Exception to the Rule

New Zealand essentially sealed off their island to the outside world during Covid and has

consequently had very few SARS-CoV-2 infections to date. By April of 2021, Covid antibody testing

in New Zealand showed that only about 0.1% of the population had been exposed. 

With so few infections, viral interference likely only played a very small part in the disappearance

of the flu. Instead, the temporary disappearance of other respiratory viruses likely had more to do

with brutal domestic lockdowns and (more importantly) because, in a global world with constant

travel between countries, closing borders and completely sealing out international travellers from

their island caused an interruption in the normal inter-continental (or inter-island) transmission

We're Ba-ack! Important Lessons About the

Return of the Flu (and Warnings for Countries

Where the Flu is Still Missing)
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cycle of other respiratory viruses.

New Zealand has a population of 5 million. In a normal (non-Covid) year, an additional 1.6 million

Australians visit New Zealand every year and over 1.4 million New Zealanders normally visit

Australia each year. From a seasonal respiratory virus' point of view, Australia and New Zealand

were effectively one country before Covid. Furthermore, prior to the pandemic over 3 million New

Zealanders (two-thirds of their population) traveled abroad every single year and more than 11

million foreigners visited New Zealand from every corner of the globe every single year. So, sealing

New Zealand's borders massively disrupted normal seasonal respiratory virus transmission cycles.

But after two years of isolation, many New Zealanders have an immunity debt through lack of

regular exposure to these seasonal respiratory viruses (in other words, they haven't been

exercising their immune systems). Young children in particular who had little or no previous

exposure to other respiratory viruses are now more vulnerable to severe outcomes due to this

immunity debt. So, after a 2 year hiatus, New Zealand is now beginning to pay the price for their

Covid-Zero fantasy by facing increased vulnerability to all the other respiratory viruses, without

actually having acquired any meaningful levels of immunity to Covid during this interim

"pandemic" period. They haven't escaped Covid - they have yet to face it when they finally reopen

their doors to the world. 

As the chart below demonstrates, lockdowns and border closures in New Zealand squashed cases

of RSV viruses in young children for all of 2020 (in yellow). But midway into 2021 (in red), the large

immunity debt finally led to a catastrophe. When an RSV virus outbreak finally did occur, the virus

found so many vulnerable young immune systems that it led to massive numbers of RSV

hospitalizations in young children.

Figure 11: ICU discharges for children aged 0-4 in New Zealand with non-Covid respiratory tract infections, by year. 2015 to

2018 are shown as grey lines. 2019 is shown in blue. The almost complete absence of RSV cases in 2020 is shown in yellow.

And 2021 is shown in red when RSV cases suddenly explode mid-way through the year. Adapted from: Respiratory syncytial

virus: paying the immunity debt with interest, The Lancet, October 22nd, 2021.
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Meanwhile, the flu is still entirely absent in New Zealand:

In short, the disappearance of the flu and the reappearance of RSV virus in New Zealand are

predominantly a product of self-imposed lockdowns and international isolation, while having little

to do with viral displacement caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Consequently, New Zealand's story

has little to teach us about the future trajectory of the Covid pandemic in the rest of the world,

though it should trigger massive outrage in New Zealand that their island has been devastated for

2 years by misguided and authoritarian public health measures without actually leading to broad

natural immunity against Covid. Talk about compounding mistakes, with interest!

By now it is obvious that the vaccines stop neither transmission nor spread. So, New Zealand's

politicians have trapped themselves in a situation where, thanks to their complete self-imposed

isolation, border re-openings will inevitably lead to a wave of infections and nursing home deaths,

whether they are caused by Covid or by other returning respiratory viruses. Unlike other countries

where Covid continued to play old man's friend in nursing homes, respiratory viruses have not

taken their usual toll on New Zealand nursing homes for nearly two years so that once any

respiratory virus (Covid or otherwise) gets into a New Zealand nursing home, it will find a

particularly large vulnerable population, which will make for particularly frightening news

headlines. Unless rational minds have the good sense to stop mass PCR testing of asymptomatic

individuals in New Zealand and to educate their public that the vulnerability of nursing home

patients does not mean that the rest of the population faces the same high level of risk, every

attempt to reopen the border will lead to surges in respiratory virus outbreaks, waves of nursing

home deaths, and trigger fresh panic.

But the return of the flu in countries like India, Brazil, South Africa, Sweden, and Canada, which

were not completely closed off from the world and where Covid has raged, tells far more

interesting stories with large implications for the future evolution of the Covid pandemic. 

Figure 12: Circulation of Influenza viruses in New Zealand (Source: WHO FluNet)
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And then there is the curious case of Kenya where the flu never disappeared, which has yet

another important lesson to teach the world about pandemic management.

India: The First to Achieve Broad Natural Immunity

The first country to see the return of the flu was India in August of 2021. The timing of the return

of the flu is revealing.

Antibody tests in India showed that by June of 2021 over two thirds of their population already

had antibodies even as vaccination levels were still under 5% (by November over 97% of people

living in Delhi showed antibodies despite a vaccination rate of only 25%). 

Figure 13: Circulation of Influenza viruses in India. The flu returned at the point when 66% of India had antibodies to SARS-

CoV-2 (despite only 5% of India having been vaccinated against Covid) (Source: WHO FluNet)
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The return of the flu happened in India just after India completed a massive wave of Delta

infections (long before mild Omicron came along). The return of the flu marks the tipping point

when enough people acquired natural immunity to SARS-CoV-2 so that it stopped being able to

displace other viruses. The return of the flu signals the end of the pandemic in India. Future

variants of Covid are likely going to have to co-exist with all the other 200+ endemic respiratory

viruses that cause colds and flus each year. The majority of immune systems in India have seen the

SARS-CoV-2 virus at least once, so Covid ain't special anymore. Covid is now condemned to

endemic mediocrity.

The timing matters because in India's case, the flu returned even before the milder (weaker)

Omicron variant arrived. This confirms that in India's case the return of the flu is driven by its

population having gained natural immunity to Covid, not by the mildness of the Omicron variant.

It is also worth noting that by the end of June of 2021, PCR tests had recorded approximately 30

million "cases" in India, whereas antibody testing showed that over two thirds of India's 1.38

billion citizens had already been infected - that's 910 million people. So, positive PCR tests only

accounted for a mere 3.2% of all infections! 

Brazil: The Flu Arrives Right on Schedule. Covid Becomes Endemic

By February of 2021, antibody testing in Brazil showed that up to 76% of their population already

had antibodies for Covid in some regions of Brazil - this is BEFORE the vaccine rollout.

Nonetheless, despite the high antibody levels, cases and deaths soared in the early part of 2021.

Figure 14: COVID cases in India (Adapted from World in Data)

Figure 15: Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 variants in India as a percentage of total SARS-CoV-2 infections. Original Wuhan strain

in grey, Alpha variant in red, Delta in green, Omicron arriving in purple. From CoVariants.org.
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Despite the high level of natural immunity in some parts of Brazil in February of 2021, natural

immunity was not yet universally distributed; it was still mostly constrained to pockets of the

population (some cities). The large second wave in Brazil shown in the previous graph corresponds

with the arrival of the Gamma variant in Brazil. The Gamma wave finally topped up the rest of the

population with natural immunity (there is no free pass just because neighboring cities or

provinces already achieved high natural immunity - the pandemic rages until the virus penetrates

into every corner of a country). By the time the Delta variant arrived in July-August and displaced

the Gamma variant, cases and deaths were in free-fall. The Delta wave's failure to re-ignite a fresh

surge in cases and deaths demonstrates that the bulk of the Brazilian population achieved natural

immunity to Covid during the Gamma wave, before Delta arrived.

The next chart shows vaccinations in Brazil. As you can see, by the time Delta arrived, cases and

deaths were already in freefall despite less than 20% of the population being vaccinated. Natural

immunity solved Covid long before vaccination had even reached a meaningful number of people

in Brazil. Vaccines do not deserve any credit for ending the pandemic in Brazil.

Figure 16: COVID deaths in Brazil (Adapted from World in Data)

Figure 17: Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 variants in Brazil as a percentage of total SARS-CoV-2 infections. Gamma variant in

pink, Delta in green, Omicron arriving in purple. From CoVariants.org.
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In December the flu re-emerged in Brazil, providing additional confirmation that the SARS-CoV-2

virus no longer has the ability to displace other respiratory viruses. SARS-CoV-2 has become

familiar for most Brazilian immune systems. At this point, the Covid "pandemic" is likely also

finished in Brazil. 

That doesn't mean Covid will disappear altogether. Future SARS-CoV-2 "variants" (like Omicron)

will most likely simply behave as one of the 200+ respiratory viruses that compete for a slot in the

rotating annual timetable of respiratory infections. If authorities keep up the dirty game of PCR

testing, they will continue to find "cases". But they could do the same thing with literally any one

of the other 200+ other respiratory viruses if they conducted mass PCR tests for those. Yawn. The

best thing Brazil (and India) can do before Omicron arrives is to stop mass PCR testing to avoid

Figure 18: Vaccinations in Brazil. Adapted from World in Data

Figure 19: Circulation of Influenza viruses in Brazil (Source: WHO FluNet)
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triggering another unnecessary wave of panic.

South Africa: Mild Omicron Can't Put the Flu Back in a Box

Influenza is also back with a vengeance in South Africa, despite the fact that it is not normally

influenza season at this time of year. An out-of-season arrival of the flu signals that viral

interference from Covid has ended, allowing other viruses to come back even before seasonal

environmental conditions are ideal.

But what is unexpected in South Africa is that the flu is co-existing with SARS-CoV-2 (Omicron).

Neither has displaced the other. They are competing. 

Figure 20: Circulation of Influenza viruses in South Africa. Note that the flu is out-of-season. (Source: WHO FluNet)

Figure 21: Covid cases (via PCR test) in South Africa (Adapted from World in Data)
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Notice how each surge in Covid cases in South Africa corresponds with a different variant: the

original Wuhan strain, the Beta variant, the Delta variant, and now the Omicron variant. Four

separate pandemics, each variant displacing the previous one.

But unlike previous surges of Covid, during the Omicron wave hospitalizations and deaths are not

spiking in unison with Omicron infections. This makes sense because antibody testing in South

Africa showed that by August of 2021 over 80% of their population already had antibodies to

SARS-CoV-2 despite less than 6% being fully vaccinated at that time. The re-emergence of the flu

in South Africa and its co-existence with Covid suggests Covid is no longer a novelty to South

African immune systems, but it also suggests that, like other respiratory viruses, natural immunity

won't cause Covid to disappear altogether.

In other words, South Africa provides the first piece of evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 is destined to

Figure 22: Variants in South Africa. Omicron (in purple) arrived around November 21 (corresponding with the surge in

cases) and has completely displaced Delta. From CoVariants.org.

Figure 23: Covid deaths in South Africa, with peaks corresponding to the original Wuhan strain in August of 2020, the Beta

strain in December of 2020, and the Delta strain in August of 2021. So far, Omicron has failed to bring a new surge in deaths

despite rising cases. (World in Data)
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become one of the other 200+ endemic respiratory viruses, rather than going extinct, because

natural immunity provides partial protection against severe outcomes from future variants but

does not block re-infection entirely. In other words, Covid is behaving just like any of the other

colds and flus that plague us each winter. Until the day you die, no cold or flu will ever be your last.

They are inconvenient but not life-threatening unless you have severe pre-existing health

conditions or live in a nursing home. 

Also worth noting is that, like during pre-Covid cold and flu seasons, there appears to be some

overlap between coronavirus and influenza season, with Omicron following on the heels of

influenza in South Africa. It may take a little while for all the normal seasonal respiratory viruses to

settle into a regular routine again after such a large disturbance to seasonality, but normality

appears to be returning to the South African respiratory virus scene. 

The outstanding question is whether Omicron is mild because of high immunity in South Africa (in

the same way that Delta was mild in Brazil because of high immunity even as Delta was still more

severe in countries with low immunity), or whether Omicron is mild because it is a milder variant

everywhere, regardless of pre-existing natural immunity. To answer that question, we'll need to

look at Canada, which we will do momentarily.

Incidentally, as of December 23rd, PCR tests recorded a mere 3.4 million "cases" of Covid in South

Africa, yet since 80% of South Africa's 59.31 million citizens already have antibodies, PCR tests only

account for approximately 5.7% of all "infections". Conducting PCR testing and rapid antigen tests

on asymptomatic people truly is a meaningless exercise... unless you want to instill fear and enrich

testing companies.

Sweden: The Wisdom of Not Locking Down Proves Itself. Even Delta Had No Teeth

Sweden never imposed any lockdowns, so the virus was as free to spread in Sweden as among

Iowa's white-tailed deer population. Instead, Sweden followed the WHO's 2019 pandemic

planning guideline, which every other Western nation ignored. And so, it should surprise no-one

that the flu returned to Sweden long before any other Western nation. After such a long absence,

the immunity debt to flu is causing a particularly large influenza season. 
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Like in South Africa, Covid cases are also rising again this winter in Sweden:

However, mild Omicron hasn't yet displaced the Delta variant - Sweden's current wave is still

mostly being caused by Delta. Omicron has only just arrived.

Figure 24: Circulation of Influenza viruses in Sweden (Source: WHO FluNet)

Figure 25: Covid cases in Sweden. (World in Data)
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And yet, deaths in Sweden have remained flat since late February of 2021, before vaccination

even began. There was no reason to vaccinate anyone in Sweden - Sweden ended its pandemic

with natural immunity before vaccination began.

Figure 26: Variants in Sweden. Most cases are currently from the Delta (green) variant. Omicron just barely has a toe in the

door. From CoVariants.org.

Figure 27: Covid deaths in Sweden. (World in Data)
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The return of the flu alongside Covid and the absence of deaths despite rising Delta cases confirms

that the pandemic is finished in Sweden. Solved by natural immunity. Even the Delta variant is

behaving much like a mild endemic coronavirus that is now competing with the rest of the

respiratory virus smorgasbord. 

Sweden demonstrates that even large numbers of infections with the Delta variant do not pose a

threat to countries with high natural immunity. High natural immunity in Sweden turned Delta into

a toothless virus, just like in Brazil. There is no reason to think Omicron pose a threat once it

arrives. The pandemic is over in Sweden.

And one more thing... a fresh wave of Delta infections in Sweden (despite basically everyone

having natural immunity) means that many of the current infections in Sweden are re-infections in

people who already have antibodies from a prior exposure. In a population with such high natural

immunity, if natural immunity to SARS-CoV-2 provided sterilizing immunity, the virus would not

find enough people to infect and would not be able to spread as easily as it is currently spreading

(the herd immunity concept). So, as I explained in my previous deep dive, unlike viruses like

measles whose spread is limited by high levels of sterilizing natural immunity, in the case of most

common respiratory viruses (like colds, flus, and Covid) high levels of non-sterilizing natural

immunity will not prevent future infections. Instead, natural immunity to these viruses

prevents serious outcomes thanks to the partial protection to new variants provided by cross-

reactive immunity. It's high time our public health officials stopped panicking about positive PCR

tests and reminded its frightened citizens of how we have survived the annual return of cold and

flu season every year since the dawn of time. Re-infection is the norm. Severe outcomes are not.

Germany Proves Low Natural Immunity (Even with High Vaccination Rates) Is a Recipe for More

Dying

By contrast, Sweden's close neighbor Germany did go down the lockdown path and consequently

still has a very low level of natural immunity in its population (as of November 24th, 2021) despite

being over 70% vaccinated as of December 24th, 2021. Like in Sweden, Omicron has yet to get a

Figure 28: Vaccinations in Sweden. Adapted from World in Data
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proper toehold. Most infections during the current wave are from the Delta variant.

However, unlike Sweden, the current surge in Delta infections in Germany is accompanied by a

fresh wave in deaths. Not as bad as last year on the same date, but close. The low levels of natural

immunity in Germany mean that, unlike Sweden, India, and Brazil, in Germany the Delta variant

still has teeth. High vaccination rates have not stopped the dying in Germany, while high natural

immunity in Sweden has. Same variant, different outcome, with the only difference between

these countries being the high level of natural immunity in Sweden. Vaccination achieved nothing.

Lockdowns in Germany prolonged the pain, violated civil liberties, destroyed economies, triggered

inflation, and caused immense psychological suffering without making a measurable difference to

deaths. The dying in Germany continues. By contrast, in Sweden, which avoided all these heavy-

Figure 29: Variants in Germany. Most cases are currently from the Delta (green) variant. Omicron just barely has a toe in

the door. From CoVariants.org.

Figure 30: Covid deaths in Germany. (World in Data)
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handed measures, the dying has stopped (Sweden had 1,494 deaths per million and the pandemic

is over, while Germany currently stands at 1,314 deaths per million, but the dying continues and

the pandemic continues to rage).

Lockdowns slowed natural immunity and therefore prevented Germany's Delta wave from

behaving as a nothingburger. The very same Delta variant that became a toothless tiger in high

immunity countries like Sweden, India, and Brazil, is still causing deaths in a low natural immunity

country like Germany, despite their high vaccination rate.

Natural immunity reduces deaths. Vaccination does not. The side-by-side example of Sweden vs

Germany is the nail in the coffin for the Covid vaccines. And it is the most damning condemnation

of our public health authorities who, quite literally, blocked what works (allowing people to lead

normal lives) in order to impose a rushed and unproven vaccine experiment on society that does

bugger all. 

Oh, and the flu is still nowhere to be seen in Germany. Despite high vaccination rates, Germany's

low natural immunity has not triggered a return of the flu because Covid is still raging among a

population whose immune systems are still unfamiliar with Covid.

Figure 31: Cumulative Covid deaths per million in Germany vs Sweden (World in Data)
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Canada: A Test Case for Omicron on a Population with Low Natural Immunity. Is Omicron Still

Mild in a Population Without Antibodies?

The flu has already returned to some (but not all) of Canada's southern neighbors. In places

like Florida, Wisconsin, Montana, and Pennsylvania where the flu has returned, the pandemic is

likely finished, just like in Sweden. 

Canada is not so lucky. It did everything it could to prevent the virus from spreading by imposing

strict lockdowns and border closures. New Zealand lite. In all provinces. So, like Germany, it still

has very low antibody levels; at the start of the vaccination campaign in January/February of 2021,

a meagre 2.5% to 4% of Canadians had antibodies against Covid reflecting Canada's harsh rules.

That number will be much higher by now, so Canada is not quite in New Zealand's island situation

- the virus is here and circulating - but considering how strict Canada's authoritarian lockdown

regime has been it is also unlikely that Canadian antibody levels are anywhere near levels seen in

South Africa, Brazil, Sweden, or Florida.

And, as you would expect with such low natural immunity to Covid, the flu is still missing.

Figure 32: Circulation of influenza viruses in Germany. The flu is still missing. (Source: WHO FluNet)
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Like in Germany, Sweden, and South Africa, cases in Canada are skyrocketing (despite Canada

having a 77% vaccination rate !). However, unlike Germany, in Canada cases are being driven by

the Omicron variant. Ontario's Chief Medical Officer has confirmed that a full 87% of all cases are

now Omicron. Delta has been displaced by Omicron. And that makes Canada an interesting case

study to test what happens when Omicron meets a population with low natural immunity but high

vaccination rates (the exact opposite of South Africa's population). It is a repeat experiment of

what is going on in Germany, with the only difference being that infections in Canada are being

driven by Omicron rather than the Delta variant.

And the good news is that, unlike Germany, the SARS-CoV-2 virus appears to be losing its bite here

too. Despite low levels of natural immunity in Canada, deaths are NOT surging in tandem with

cases. Deaths are still flat. Omicron is mild. Omicron is toothless even in a population without high

Figure 33: Circulation of influenza viruses in Canada (Source: WHO FluNet)

Figure 34: Covid cases (via PCR test) in Canada (World in Data)
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natural immunity.

Despite the fact that PCR case numbers during Omicron already outnumber cases during any of

the other previous surges, so far hospitalization rates in Canada essentially haven't budged. They

are slightly higher than during the Delta wave, which is to be expected since Delta arrived out of

season (coronaviruses tend to flourish in mid-winter), so the hospitalization numbers during

Omicron are extraordinarily low for a winter flu season. If it wasn't for all the PCR tests and rapid

antigen tests, no-one would know there's a pandemic going on. Omicron is proving to be

extraordinarily mild. I would bet that unless the flu returns, this may turn out to be the mildest

winter flu season in Canada in decades.

The following graph shows the hospitalization rates in the province of Quebec. Omicron is

hospitalizing more people than Delta but is still very very low for this time of year. For context, the

current rate (Dec. 22nd, 2021) of 473 hospitalizations (in the entire province of Quebec!) is still a

drop in a bucket in a massive province of over 8 million residents. And public health officials

haven't even told us what percentage of those hospitalizations are patients admitted to hospital

for other reasons who just happened to test positive for Covid on a PCR test. In South Africa, 76%

of "Covid" hospitalizations are actually incidental, meaning 76% of Covid hospitalizations were

actually patients being treated for other conditions who happened to have a positive PCR test

while already at hospital. 

Figure 35: Covid deaths in Canada (World in Data)
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And Quebec's official data now also shows that the majority of Covid hospitalizations (67.6%) and

even ICU admissions (69.6%) are in vaccinated people. Some vaccine.

#quebec via @sante_qc for Jan 4, 2022

For the first time to majority of patients (69.6%) admitted to the Intensive Care Unit were

fully vaccinated. That has been the case for general hospitalizations for a while now.

https://t.co/WyeyQgo3ug pic.twitter.com/9qiVUesQUX

— Dr° @EzraKahan on Gettr ��� ���� �� (@EzraKahan) January 5, 2022

The next embedded tweet below shows hospitalization data from Ontario comparing 2020 (light

blue) to 2021 (dark blue). Covid-linked hospitalizations are well below levels seen at this time last

year. Also, note the benchmark minimum and maximum hospitalization numbers for influenza and

pneumonia in prior years (in dashed lines). There has only been a single month (April 2021) when

Covid hospitalizations exceeded the normal January peak of influenza and pneumonia

hospitalizations seen during the pre-Covid era. During most months Covid hospitalizations have

been below the August trough of pre-Covid influenza and pneumonia hospitalizations. Even now,

during the massive Omicron wave, hospitalizations in Ontario are dramatically lower than the pre-

Covid August trough for influenza and pneumonia hospitalizations. 

7. The number of deaths from/with covid-19 in Ontario, 2020-21.

pic.twitter.com/su7yRgtIwD

— Milhouse Van Houten (@Milhouse_Van_Ho) December 23, 2021

That's the context you won't hear on the 6 o'clock news. Scary waves on a graph lose their

ominous look when there's a bit of context. These hospitalization "waves" are not (and never

Figure 36: Covid hospitalizations and ICU visits in Quebec, Canada, December 22nd, 2021. (Adapted from the Institut

national de santé publique du Québec)
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were) big enough to be considered waves. In the great scheme of things, these hospitalizations are

tiny ripples. Hospitals were never at risk of being overwhelmed by Covid. They are being crippled

by hysteria and by firing unvaccinated health care workers who are standing up for their individual

bodily autonomy, as guaranteed by our Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

And if these hospitalization statistics weren't scandalous enough, Ontario's Chief Medical Officer

of Health, Dr. Kieran Moore, has even confirmed that in some hospitals, 50% of Covid

hospitalizations aren't actually people in hospital for Covid, they are incidental findings - a positive

Covid test in a patient being treated for something else completely unrelated to Covid.

Dr. Kieran Moore admits that COVID hospitalization numbers which were used to justify

previous lockdowns are unreliable as 50% were found to be non-covid related in

Kingston.pic.twitter.com/hPCr2FnCtf

— CrasHTalk (@CrasTalk) December 31, 2021

Renewed restrictions (including a new curfew in Quebec starting on New Year's Eve) signals that

our public health officials know that vaccines have failed (if vaccines worked, why are they

imposing curfews and lockdowns on vaccinated people?). 

High vaccination rates don't stop the dying. Natural immunity does. And a mild variant like

Omicron does. If Germany and Canada had an ounce of sense, they would immediately throw

their borders wide open to allow Omicron to spread freely, remove unconstitutional travel

restrictions on the vaccinated and the unvaccinated alike, end segregation of unvaccinated

citizens, stop fear-inducing PCR tests and border quarantines, and embrace natural immunity.

Instead, they are using coercion to push booster shots in a desperate attempt to double down on a

failed strategy in order to avoid admitting the vaccines have failed. Germany is even going as far as

to make vaccination compulsory - the ultimate violation of individual autonomy and civil rights.

Forced vaccination with a completely pointless vaccine. Germany needs to read its history books a

little more carefully.

Failure to let Omicron spread freely in Canada and Germany means they may be condemning

themselves to live through another variant (or two or three) before everyone acquires sufficient

natural immunity to bring back the flu and relegate Covid to the merry-go-round of endemic cold

and flu viruses. Stop listening to public health fearmongering. Stop PCR testing. Live your life. Let

'er rip. Normality is waiting on the other side of a very mild Omicron wave that will do for citizens

what the vaccine has failed to do. Most people won't even get symptoms. Even the far more

deadly original Wuhan strain caused completely asymptomatic "infections" in 40 to 45% of people.

Omicron is as nothingburger as it gets. 

Kenya: A Pandemic So Mild That the Flu Never Went Away - Yet Another Embarrassment for

Central Planning

Kenya provides several final instructive lessons. In Kenya the flu never went away despite universal

mask mandates, social distancing, nighttime curfews, and some short-lived lockdowns, all of which
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are still in place except the lockdowns. Yet more proof that you can't stop a respiratory virus with

masks, nighttime curfews, and social distancing. Check mate, again. 

By March of 2021, approximately 61% of Kenyans already had antibodies to SARS-CoV-2... before a

single dose of the vaccine had been rolled out! In a country of 54 million people that means that

by March of 2021 over 33 million Kenyans had already been exposed to SARS-CoV-2 and had

developed antibodies. Yet PCR testing only captured a mere 274,645 PCR "cases" (using December

24th, 2021, numbers), which works out to less than 1% of all infections.

As shown in the chart above, Kenya has one of the lowest death rates of all countries in the world

- a mere 96 deaths per million, compared to 788 per million in Canada and 1,314 in Germany. Yet

unlike New Zealand, in Kenya the SARS-CoV-2 virus spread so freely that most of their population

already has natural immunity.

And, as you can see in the chart below, despite such a vast number of infections, Kenya's

experience with Covid was so mild that Covid never even displaced the flu.

Figure 37: PCR cases, deaths, and deaths per million in Brazil, USA, South Africa, Sweden, Germany, Canada, India, Kenya,

and New Zealand. Adapted from Worldometers.info
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Kenya's lockdowns and the economic dislocation in the global economy have reversed decades of

progress on extreme poverty. Yet by any measure, the Covid virus was all but irrelevant as a

medical event. If it wasn't for all the PCR testing, Covid would quietly have coexisted with all the

other respiratory viruses, and no-one would have even noticed it was there.

The next chart shows Covid deaths in Kenya, per million, compared to Canada. Rapid spread,

vaccination under 10% even today, and yet Kenya only had 1/8th of the death rate seen in Canada.

Kenya even had roughly the same mix of variants as Canada: the Wuhan strain was followed by

Alpha, then Delta, and now Omicron. None were able to displace the flu. Covid was extraordinarily

mild in Kenya.

Figure 38: Circulation of influenza viruses in Kenya. The flu never disappeared. The gap starting at the beginning of 2020 is

no different than the gap in 2017. (Source: WHO FluNet)

Figure 39: Covid deaths in Kenya vs Canada (World in Data)
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Why did Kenya have a lower death rate despite having such a high infection rate? At 54 million

citizens, Kenya's population is 1.4x larger than Canada's. Kenya's population is younger, which

undoubtedly played a role both in reducing deaths and in reducing the severity of infections. But

on the other hand, 4.9% of Kenya's population is living with HIV (immunocompromised), which is

one of the high-risk pre-existing conditions that leads to severe outcomes in Covid patients. That

works out to over 2.6 million Kenyans living with HIV compared with only 62,050 Canadians living

with HIV. By any measure, Kenya should have been devastated by Covid, but they weren't. 

Likewise, obesity is another major risk factor for severe Covid outcomes: in Kenya's tightly packed

urban areas over 60% of residents are obese, whereas in rural areas obesity stands at 19.5%. By

contrast, in Canada about 26.6% are obese (lower in urban and higher in rural areas). And yet,

Kenya's higher vulnerability due to high obesity rates is not reflected in the numbers.

On the other hand, no-one in equatorial Kenya is likely to be vitamin D deficient. Very few people

live in nursing homes. Social isolation is rare - elderly citizens typically have lots of community

Figure 40: Variants in Kenya. From CoVariants.org.

Figure 41: Cumulative Covid deaths in Kenya vs Canada (World in Data)
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contact. And, as Professor Didier Raoult, director of the Unité de Recherche sur les Maladies

Infectieuses et Tropicales Emergentes at Marseilles University in France, pointed out, another of

the differences between high income countries (which have all had large death tolls) and low

income countries (which have had much lower death tolls), is that public health institutions in high

income countries issued mandatory directives requiring all doctors to follow standardized

treatment protocols (centrally planned medicine), effectively stripping doctors of their ability to

make discretionary decisions in the treatment of their patients. By contrast, in most poor

countries the doctor-patient relationship was respected and therefore doctors were able to

provide treatment (and preventative care) at their discretion.

As Prof. Raoult said, "It is doctors who should take care of the sick. This cannot be managed with a

computer, nor can it be managed with people who make models or mathematics. It's care, okay?",

adding that "... each patient has a personal story. You have to see the patient. There are some who

are stressed. There are some who are worried. These things reinforce the severity of the disease

so they must be addressed. You have to talk to patients, you have to examine them, you have to

see if they present particular risks. In other words, you must continue to practice medicine..."

Whatever the precise mix of reasons for Kenya's extraordinarily mild experience with Covid,

lifestyle, environment, demographics, treatment strategies, and the doctor-patient relationship all

play a role in determining whether a variant causes more or less deaths. If the exact same variant

can be significantly milder in Kenya versus in Canada to the point where not a single variant was

even able to displace the flu (despite very rapid spread in Kenya), this is clear evidence that the

central planning experiment being conducted in Western countries to manage this pandemic is an

abject failure.

Why would any country continue push for mass vaccination when vaccines clearly cannot control

the pandemic and have a terrible risk profile with many unknown long-term risks even as

countries like Kenya, Sweden, Brazil, India, and South Africa have all achieved widespread natural

immunity and were done with the pandemic long before their citizens were vaccinated? Why

would countries like Kenya still continue their vaccine programs after already having achieved high

natural immunity and never having experienced any significant dying from the virus? 

For some additional perspective, Kenya has over 3.5 million clinical cases of malaria every single

year (in other words, almost 7 million clinical malaria cases in the period covered by the Covid

pandemic), whereas Kenya has had only 274,645 PRC-confirmed Covid cases since the start of the

pandemic. Malaria is the most common reason for presentation at local hospitals in Kenya, with

over 10,700 deaths from malaria every single year. This means Kenya has had approximately

21,400 malaria deaths since the beginning of the Covid pandemic (mostly among young children),

which is four times more than the 5,356 Covid-linked deaths over the same period (most Covid

deaths were among the very old with severe pre-existing health conditions). 

An article in the British Medical Journal has also pointed out this disparity in sub-Saharan Africa,

noting that there are approximately 400,000+ malaria deaths per year in sub-Saharan Africa

(mostly in children) whereas there were just under 30,000 Covid deaths in sub-Saharan Africa in

the first year of the pandemic, two-thirds of which were in just one country (South Africa)). The
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same article points out that "Aid agencies fear that sub-Saharan African children, the people least

likely to be killed by covid-19, will be those most harmed by it in the long term" due to the indirect

damage of the pandemic, and that "More than 50 million children lost free meals because of

school closures", while "At least 250 million have been pushed out of school, and there is almost

no online learning." 

[author correction: this article has been updated to remove a reference to Kenya's malaria

hospitalization numbers due to a reporting error - a big thank you to one of my readers for

spotting it!]

Yet public health authorities in Africa have never imposed lockdowns, mandatory bed nets,

nighttime curfews, or mandatory long-sleeved shirts and long pants to stop malaria infections and

deaths. Recommendations are made, but no-one is beaten or arrested by a police officer for failing

to sleep with a bed net or failing to use mosquito spray. And malaria patients are not forcibly

quarantined out of reach of mosquitoes in order to protect other people - we would all recognize

that as a clear breach of human rights. Yet all that common sense has been thrown out the

window for Covid as public health authorities justify lockdowns, vaccine coercion, civil liberty

violations, and massive economic destruction that is tipping countless people in Kenya and all

around the world into bankruptcy, joblessness, extreme poverty, and starvation. 

On October 7th, 2020, the World Bank stated that as many as 150 million people could be forced

into extreme poverty by pandemic management policies. In 2020 alone over 97 million people

were already forced into extreme poverty as a result of government management of the

pandemic. In Kenya alone, over 2 million people were fell into extreme poverty over the first year

of the pandemic - with many now subsisting on only one or two meals per day. And an article by

the World Food Program in September of 2020 estimated that "for every COVID-19 death

prevented, as many as 80 children may die due to a lack of routine immunizations." To be clear -

it's not the virus that did this, it's government intervention in the free choices of its citizens. It's

unconscionable. The world has completely lost perspective.

~

The take-home lesson from this deep dive is that lockdowns and vaccines didn't make a shred of

difference to Covid outcomes, even as they delayed acquiring natural immunity and caused

endless unnecessary misery. Meanwhile, the lifestyle differences that could have dramatically

reduced the individual risk of severe outcomes for the vulnerable were completely ignored in favor

of a hysterical obsession with vaccines, PCR tests, and suffocating social controls.

Once again, central planning has been exposed as a false god. It's time to stop living in fear; end

this authoritarian control over our lives; end the universal vaccine rollout; relegate lockdowns to

the dustbin of history; restore individual freedom, rekindle community interaction; get lots of

exercise, good food, and sunshine; and live a normal life. At worst, we'll thrive like Sweden. At

best, we'll set an example that will spread to other countries to help reverse the misery,

starvation, and mental health issues have been imposed on so many people by the government

over the course of this central planning experiment. Valuing life begins by respecting the individual
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autonomy of every single human being. 

~

"We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark; 

the real tragedy of life is when men are afraid of the light." 

— quote sometimes attributed to Plato

~

If you enjoyed this deep dive, please consider leaving a little something in my Tip Jar to support

my independent writing. 

Julius Ruechel's Tip Jar

And I invite you to subscribe to my free email notifications to receive my latest articles in your

inbox. I write about many things, but always with the goal of answering questions essential to

science and democracy, and always in the hope of teasing a broader perspective from the mind-

numbing noise.
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